What is YOUR ROOMMATE?

Our vision: We are changing the way people find roommates. With our revolutionary platform we make finding roommates easier, quicker and better.

Status-quo: Currently we are executing our beta-testing and are part of the XPRENEURS incubator, located at WERK1 München.

You & YR: We are a fun team looking for a machine learning wizard to drive the development of a matching algorithm for roommates and landlords. You will ensure our users to get the best experience by developing an unsupervised learning algorithm.

Machine Learning Wizard – You...

• have extended experience in Back-End programming, ideally Jupyter Notebook (python) or Google Datalab
• are interested in developing in a cloud environment (Google Cloud and AWS)
• will make improvements on the current infrastructure and implement new algorithms for unsupervised learning.
• are important and can choose the framework, language and cloud provider for your work
• are able to work in an agile team under the Scrum framework

What do WE offer? 🍹💡💪_OK👀

• Be part of a growing startup that is helping to find affordable housing.
• Your work matters to us. At YOUR ROOMMATE you can really have an impact.
• High degrees of freedom and flexibility. We trust one another.
• Lectures and supervision by the TUM Chair for Strategy and Organization.
• Start date: asap but flexible - Team application possible

Have we sparked your interest or do you have any further questions? Then we would love to get to know you!
Please write us an email: info@your-roommate.de